“Don McCunn has certainly mastered pattern
drafting and fitting a wide range of bodies. Whether or
not you have taken pattern drafting in a class, this book
is a good reference in a very readable style. I especially
liked the exacting instructions on taking measurements
on the body and the solution for side seams which are
not perpendicular to the floor.”
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“Beyond the impressive range of material in How to
Make Sewing Patterns is the author’s obvious concern
that readers understand what they are doing and why.
There are many helpful tips throughout the book, some
quite clever and unexpected.
“The section on drafting a sloper contains excellent
explanations of the various body contours, measuring,
and fitting. Text, drawings, and photos of the human
body from every angle illustrate the various interrelated
contours and just how a pattern accommodates them.
McCunn even gives detailed instructions on how to
measure and fit yourself.”
Threads Magazine
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“[How to Make Sewing Patterns] explains in simple
and easy to understand terms how to make custom
garments for the entire family with the fit of expensive
tailoring. Any pattern can be drafted by making a few
simple alterations to a few basic patterns.”
The Plain Dealer

by Don McCunn

“Donald McCunn leads the beginning seamstress
or the advanced into pattern drafting via a thorough
introduction. He shows that drafting is easy if each step
is clearly related to the final outcome and if the drafter
visualizes what he or she is doing.”
Christian Science Monitor

NEW 2016 Edition of the Classic

“Your explanations are very clear and the
many illustrations you provide are really helpful in
understanding the steps you describe. I’m impressed
by how comprehensive your book is, covering almost
every type of garment and different types of fabric. I
also like the fact that you discuss many different ways
of altering patterns in such detail.”
Philip Gust, Editor
The Virtual Costumer

How To Make Sewing Patterns

Sandra Betzina, the power behind Power Sewing.
Author of 10 sewing books, syndicated columnist,
and Host of HGTV’s “Sew Perfect.”

This edition (the first was published in 1973)
continues McCunn’s thorough, comprehensive
approach with some updates, including an extensive
series of photographs of a model taking her own
measurements (an elemental step toward creating
custom-fitted garments) and incorporation of the
quarter-scale “mini-me” approach to practicing and
prototyping new designs.
The target audience is amateur sewists interested in
using advanced fitting skills to draft their own patterns,
and McCunn starts from the beginning, describing in
detail how to measure the body to create a sloper—an
individually customized master pattern from which a
variety of garments can be designed. Most garment
sewists are familiar with the process of taking body
measurements, but McCunn takes the process further,
listing 42 different measurements that should be taken
to develop slopers for bodices, sleeves, skirts, and
pants.
The second half of the book focuses on ways to
alter the completed sloper to design well-fitted custom
garments for men and women. McCunn also provides
information about working in quarter-scale, including
directions for constructing a customized quarter-scale
dress form.
VERDICT Sewists interested in exploring
patternmaking will find an abundance of
information, and those interested in furthering
their fitting skills using commercially made patterns
will also benefit from the thorough coverage of
measurement and fitting techniques.
Library Journal, June 15, 2016, pg 78
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Photos for Fittings

Photographs of gingham fitting
shells can be used for highly accurate
fittings. Slopers can therefore be fitted
on individuals that are not physically
present.

Positioning Pattern Paper

The illustrations for the pattern
alteration techniques show what
happens as the pattern paper is pivoted
to create new shapes.

More on Knits

Gingham for Fittings

Gingham is a perfect fabric for fitting Slopers
as it allows confirmation the fabric’s grain is
following the lines of the body such as Center
Front, Center Back and the full bust level. The
vertical grain at locations such Side Front and
Side Back verify that darts are shaped correctly.

Optimizing the Pants Pattern for Tummies

Tummies can change the
way pants hang on the body.
Instructions are included
for how to adjust the Pants
Sloper for a custom fit
regardless of tummy size.

Close Fitting Pants

The instructions for the Pants Sloper are
for a slacks cut that includes a leg hanging
straight down from the torso. This is the best
way to verify that the shaping of the torso
portion and the crotch curve of the pants are
correct for the body. Instructions in this new
edition also show how the slacks cut can
be modified to create close fitting pants and
leggings.

Instructions show how to create and fit
Slopers for woven fabric. Woven fabric can
only bend in one direction at a time. The
fabric needs to be shaped by either darts
or seams. Knit fabrics can assume a three
dimensional shape. The Sloper patterns for
woven fabric can be modified to create tops,
raglan sleeves, leggings, and circular skirts.

Inches and Centimeters & Scale Rulers

All measurements in this edition are given in inches
and centimeters. Sometimes these measurements need to
be divided. Instructions show how to make a Scale Ruler
that eliminates the need for head math, saving time and
eliminating potential errors.

Quarter Scale Mini-Me Dress Forms
Instructions are included on how to
make a custom Mini-Me Dress Form so
patternmaking techniques can be tried and
the results viewed with minimal time and
cost.

